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A VERY SPECIAL
DEVELOPMENT:

H

Non-profit expands to serve more children
High Hopes Development Center is a
preschool and outpatient therapy program
that serves children with special needs.
Founded 34 years ago by five Nashville families, High
Hopes offers physical, occupational, speech, and feeding
therapy, as well as preschool and kindergarten services.
Children can receive therapy through 21 years of age;
pre-school services can start as young as six weeks.
The preschool and kindergarten programs are
inclusive, meaning children who are typically
developing attend with peers with special needs.
Executive Director Gail Powell says the design fosters
understanding among the typically developing children,
who see the children with special needs as peers and
friends – and are more likely to accept differences in
others as they grow up.
The children with special needs also benefit from the
diverse classroom, Powell said, because they may see
a friend walking, for example, and think, “Oh, I want to
do that.”
In 2014, High Hopes achieved a milestone, moving from
continued on P.02

Jay Mallory
Headquarters:
Franklin, TN.
About: Offers Preschool
and Kindergarten; plus
Outpatient Physical,
Occupational, Speech, &
Feeding Therapy
Website:
HighHopesforKids.org
1984

Founded: 1984
Children served: 720
Therapy Visits: 25,000+
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DON’T LET A MODERN AILMENT AFFLICT YOU
Researchers say IT users are
experiencing a new ailment that
could be dangerous to your wealth:
Breach Fatigue.
Researchers at Iowa State University and the
University of Texas at San Antonio have
reported that breach fatigue is on the
rise and consumers increasingly are
NOT changing passwords or regularly
checking their credit reports.
After an onslaught of reports about
huge breaches, from Yahoo to Equifax to
Facebook and others, a sense of apathy
is growing among consumers who think,
“Why bother? My information’s already out
there,” researchers say.
But apathy allows hackers to succeed – and

lawmakers to slide on requiring stronger
protections, says study author Rui Chen of
Iowa State University.
One way to combat breach fatigue is to use
a password manager. Dashlane, LastPass,
1Password are all up to the task and can be
convenient to use, even as they protect
your credentials. We think it now should
be a requirement of modern life to use a
password manager.
Another way to combat breach fatigue
is to think of it like that – combat. Rogue
nations want nothing better than to drain
our assets and cripple our country.
So fight back. The next time you’re
encouraged to change your password or update
your software, do it – and think of yourself as a
citizen soldier in a 21st Century war.

continued from P.01
rented space into a building it designed and owns.
“We thought we had all the space in the world,”
Powell said. “We really did.”
But the population of greater Nashville is growing,
Powell said, with some media outlets reporting that
100 people a day move to Nashville.
“There’s a statistic that one in five homes has a child
with special needs. So with 100 people a day moving
here, I’ve kind of figured out seven kids a day are
moving here who have special needs,” Powell said.
“Our community is exploding so we’re exploding.”
So although the non-profit had a brand-new building,
it quickly outgrew the space. High Hopes’ waiting
list climbed to 100 children, and High Hopes’ board
feared the list would grow longer.
So this year High Hopes expanded its building.
ImageQuest was there with High Hopes, expanding
its IT capabilities as the non-profit grew its team,
space, and services. ImageQuest’s CEO, Milton
Bartley, serves as the President of the High Hopes
Board of Directors.
High Hopes first learned of ImageQuest several
years ago. An ImageQuest team member had a
child at High Hopes and mentioned to Powell that
ImageQuest did IT.
High Hopes had been using volunteer parents who
worked in IT as its network administrators. But Powell
said the parents couldn’t always respond promptly
when a High Hopes computer or its network crashed.
“Initially, we saw High Hopes strictly as a client,”
Bartley said. “Once I learned about the value

SIGNS OF BREACH
FATIGUE INCLUDE:
Failing to take
action when learning
of a breach of one’s
personal data;
Continuing to visit
questionable websites
that offer click bait or
dangerous links
Assuming massive
breaches mean crooks
won’t get to your
information
Thinking all your
data is out there
anyway – and giving
up.

they bring to the community, I was committed to
helping Gail and her team acquire best-in-class IT
infrastructure, support, and compliance. Today,
ImageQuest proudly donates that infrastructure and
support as part of our greater mission.”
When High Hopes was able to switch to
ImageQuest, productivity and effectiveness
improved dramatically, Powell said.
“You think about our therapists – every 45 minutes
they’re treating a new child. There’s a note to
be written in our systems about that treatment
session, including information for insurance billing.
It’s happening throughout the day. If our system is
down, it hurts our business,” Powell said.
“Now, we’re not down. Working with ImageQuest
has given us more efficient and effective practices,”
Powell said. “Therefore, our therapists can see more
children.”
ImageQuest also keeps High Hopes’ client and
business information secure, Powell said. Emails
between High Hopes and physicians’ offices are
encrypted, all files are password protected, and
High Hopes’ staff is trained regularly on best
cybersecurity practices.
ImageQuest worked closely with High Hopes to
provide the necessary IT systems for High Hopes’
expansion.
Powell is a big fan of ImageQuest, because its
Managed IT services have enabled High Hopes to serve
more children, and because the ImageQuest team
always demonstrates care and concern for High Hopes.
“ImageQuest understands helping us is helping our
business - and for us, that business is kids.“
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Working with
ImageQuest
has given us
more efficient
and effective
practices.
Therefore our
therapists
can see more
children.
– Executive
Director Gail
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IMPROVE YOUR TECH I
Heading out for the holidays? Want to set up an automatic reply
for your email? Here are the steps to make that happen.
FOR OUTLOOK 2010/2013/2016 ON YOUR DESKTOP:
1. Navigate to: FILE > AUTOMATIC REPLIES (Out of Office)
2. Automatic replies can be sent either to users inside of your organization or to
everyone. The wording can be different. You can also specify the time range in which the
auto-replies will be sent (if you don’t specify a start and end time, auto-replies will be
sent until you select the Do not send automatic replies option)
3. NOTE: Organization usually = Your Company; it includes people who have an Exchange
Server account on your email system.
My Contacts only = includes only contacts that exist in your Exchange Server Contacts
folder. If the contact exists only in a folder that is a part of an Outlook Data File (.pst),
then the auto-reply message isn’t sent.

OUTLOOK 2010/2013/2016

OWA 2013

OWA 2016

OUTLOOK ON THE WEB
(OWA) 2013 & 2016
1. Navigate to: OPTIONS.
2013: Set automatic replies;
2016: Options > Automatic replies (or
Options > Options > Automatic replies)
2. Automatic replies can be sent either
to users inside of your organization or to
everyone. The wording can be different.
You can also specify the time range in
which the auto-replies will be sent (if you
don’t specify a start and end time, autoreplies will be sent until you select the
Don’t send automatic replies option)

Navigate to:
Options >
Automatic
replies (or
Options >
Options >
Automatic
replies)
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MEET A CYBER
CRIMINAL
Artem
Andreyevich
Malyshev is
another Senior
Lieutenant in
the Russian
Federation’s Main
Intelligence
Directorate of
the General Staff
(GRU) Unit 26165.
The FBI accused
Malyshev of participating in an attack
of Olympic anti-doping committees,
following a 2014 report which accused
Russia of running a systematic doping
scam to improve its Olympic athletes’
performance.
The FBI says Malyshev and others
worked from the 2014 Sochi Olympics
through the 2016 Summer Olympics
in Rio and up until May 2018 to
successfully hack into computer
systems owned by the International
Olympics Committee, U.S. AntiDoping Agency, the World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA), and FIFA, the
international soccer federation. A
federal indictment says Malyshev and
other GRU members would first try to
hack into systems from Russia. When
that failed, the group sent agents to
Olympic sites, to hack into victims’
computers via on-site networks or
through hotel WiFi systems.
TechCrunch reports the Russians then
attempted to “leak” the stolen medical
records – some falsified – to spread
disinformation about doping among
non-Russian athletes.
Malyshev’s group is also accused of
foisting cyber attacks on organizations
investigating the attempted murder of
a former Soviet agent and his daughter
in Great Britain.
The indictment says Malyshev
monitored the progress of malware on
victim computers, conducted technical
and online reconnaissance of victim
organizations, and sent spearphishing
emails.
Malyshev is a colleague of last month’s
cybercriminal, Aleksey Victorovich
Lukashev, and is also named in the
2016 breach of the Hillary Clinton
Campaign computer systems.
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WELCOME NEW CLIENT!
Attorney Rocky McElhaney’s
interest in law started when
he was 15. His father had been
injured at work, and the family
endured a more than three-year
struggle to get an insurance
claim paid to cover the senior
McElhaney’s related back surgery.
After his father hired a lawyer, the
McElhaney family “finally got justice,”
McElhaney says on the firm’s website.
Today, the Rocky McElhaney Law Firm
believes “every injured person is his Dad
and every ruthless insurance company is
the one that impacted his family.”
The firm has won numerous honors from
the AFL-CIO, the Tennessee Association
for Justice, American Lawyer Media,
Super Lawyers, National Trial Lawyers
Association, and the Nashville Business
Journal.
Recently, the law firm’s IT company
chose to pursue a different business
model and end its IT work.
“We knew it was going to be a major
adjustment because we had been with

MEET ROCKY MCELHANEY LAW FIRM
About: Plaintiff firm specializing in Personal Injury,
Disability, Workers Comp, Medical Malpractice, Vehicle
Accident, Product Liability, Abuse, Traumatic Brain
Injury, and Wrongful Death law.
Founded: 2006
Attorneys: 10
Offices: Three locations in Nashville, plus offices in
Knoxville and Hendersonville, TN.

our prior IT company for more than
13 years,” said Dena Gibson, Executive
Director of Rocky McElhaney Law
Firm. However, the former IT firm
recommended ImageQuest, Gibson said,
because of ImageQuest’s experience in
working with law firms in both Managed
IT and IT Compliance.
Because the firm specializes in personal
injury law, it is responsible for medical
and financial records used as evidence
in its cases. These records are digitized
for ease of presentation to a jury during
trials.
However, because the records are also

Website:
RockyLawFirm.com

Personally Identifiable Information and
Personal Health Information, they must
be managed in compliance with HIPAA
and other regulatory requirements.
Gibson said the ImageQuest team
worked to make the transition as smooth
as possible. Also, she said she has been
pleased with how ImageQuest team
members have identified the firm’s future
technology needs and how it will acquire
them. “They take into consideration not
only where we have been and what we
are used to but where we are going and
how to help us get there. I have nothing
but wonderful things to say.”

From Our Customers
“I appreciate the quick response from
ImageQuest regarding the email seeking
Bitcoin to unlock my email, which I learned
was not true. Thank you!”

“Thank you for your concern regarding the
spam email I received and ensuring that I
change my Outlook password.”

“Josh was very helpful and came to the
building to disconnect the equipment for
return.”

“The matter was resolved in a very timely
manner and followed up to make sure I was
not having any issues the following day.”

“DeMarcus was great! He helped fix the
problem and stuck with it even when we
hit many problems. Very satisfied! Thank
you!”

“Erick did a great job. He solved our issue
and was fun to work with. Thank you,
ImageQuest, for your awesome customer
service!”

“Damian saved the day! Thanks!”

You can read more comments
at imagequest.com/reviews.
Thank YOU to our clients who
shared their positive feedback
about our help. We appreciate
it! If you are not having
this experience with your
Technology Vendor, maybe you
should give us a call!

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD
REFERRAL?
A great referral for us is a company in
any professional industry with at least
20 computers – or any organization with
a regulatory compliance standard they
must follow.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
You can submit your referral by emailing
us at leads@imagequest.com, or by
calling Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at
888.979.2679. You can get more details at
https://www.imagequest.com/referralprogram/
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